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Agency beyond Subjectivity: 
The Unredeemed Project of 
M ay Fourth Fiction
D. Sabina Knight
We want to seek the crucial point of 
self-consciousness, but we have lost 
our way in a fog of pessimism.
Li Dazhao
W hile the “ literary revolution” announced in theoretical 
writings in 1917 and pursued in much of the literature of the 
follow ing decades continued many processes of innovation 
already begun in the late-Qing novels and before, it also marked 
linguistic, formal and philosophical changes that may warrant its 
characterization as a monumental rupture.1 For while many of 
the la te -Q ing nove lis ts  sough t to use fic tion  to shore up 
traditional values, the writers associated with the New Culture 
movement (c. 1915-1925) sought to transform the very basis of 
those values.2 Disappointed by the failed reform movement of 
1898, resentful over the betrayal o f the Republic founded in 
1912，and humiliated by Japan’s delivery of its “Twenty-One 
Demands” in January 1915, many intellectuals were by this time 
convinced that their nation’s very survival depended on a radical 
break with trad itional ways of th inking. Hoping to usher in 
nothing less than a revolution in consciousness, they wrote to 
analyze the national character, expose the inhumanity of their 
society and dem ystify hallowed trad itiona l codes that they 
blamed fo r the inhum an practices and fo r the ir coun try ’s 
defenselessness in the face of foreign aggression.
1 On the long-range development of subjective elements, see 
Zhou (1932), Jaroslav PrCisek (1980: 1-28), and the essays in Robert 
Hegel and Richard Hessney (1985).
2 For a brief introduction to the New Culture movement's attack 
on tradition，see Chow (1960), especially Chapter XII，“The New 
Thought and Re-evaluation of the Tradition,! (289-313).
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It was as part of a larger project to contest a repressive 
order, itself a reaction to a sense of national crisis, that some of 
these intellectuals turned to writing fiction. Many of these writers 
w ere  deep ly  concerned  abou t the re la tio n sh ip  betw een 
consciousness and language, and fiction afforded considerable 
freedom  to experim ent w ith  new form s, s ty les and even 
grammatical and rhetorical patterns.3 Furthermore, the turn 
toward interiority that occurred in European modernism was 
given further impetus by the widespread sense of humiliation 
and de fe a t in the face  o f fo re ig n  a g g re s s io n .4 A u tho rs  
d e lib e ra te ly  sough t to d e p ic t s u b je c tiv ity  and in d iv idua l 
consciousness out of a conviction that such a focus could make 
C h inese  w ritin g  m odern and u ltim a te ly  m odern ize  the 
consciousness of the people.
Also fundamental, stories and novels could focus on the 
tragic waste of human life that these writers wanted to insist was 
unnecessary. For tragedy was not new in Chinese literature. 
W hat was new w as the re fu sa l to co n fe r a m ean ing  or 
significance on tragedy through an appeal to some kind of 
ultimate pattern. Refusing the consolation of a worldview based 
on providential cycles or the “Will of Heaven，” these writers 
viewed inhuman practices as the consequence of backward 
beliefs and institutions that could be challenged and changed.
In a seminal paper on modern Chinese literature, Jaroslav 
Prusek calls the rise of subjectivism and individualism a sign of 
"the emancipation of the individual from feudal traditions,J (1957, 
rpt. 1980: 1-2). The traditions to which Prusek refers include the 
Buddhist teaching of karma that diminishes the importance of 
the individual in favor of viewing life as ua chain of cause and
3 On formal changes in writing, see Gunn (1991).
4 Faced with an external world that seemed increasingly 
unknowable, uncontrollable and barbaric, modernist writers turned their 
attention to the inner world as something seemingly more 
comprehensible and more human. Defying epic perceptions led to 
increased attention to individual subjectivity, to an obligation to look 
inward and to language to discover the truth in order to explore, 
repossess and transform the world. This inward turn was motivated in 
part by the belief, explicit at least since the Enlightenment, that a 
capacity for reflection brings a kind of freedom.
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effect," the Confucian privileging of duties to family and society 
above individual interests, and the Taoist yearning to overcome 
the self and merge with the universe. To Prusek's list, I would 
add certain related folk concepts that tend to work against a 
conception of free human agency— concepts such as ming [fate] 
or tian ming [the will of Heaven], bao [reciprocity], and yuan or 
yuanfen [the arranged contextual conditions that bring people 
together].
In opposition to these deterministic beliefs, many modern 
Chinese writers sought to create a literature that would embody 
the revolutionary principle that people can be the architects of 
their own fortunes. What emerges in this fiction is the idea that 
the principal limitations on human freedom are those people 
create or adopt for themselves, or, in more harrowing cases, 
those that some people force upon others. At the same time, in 
their explicit discourse, their themes and their silences, many of 
these works underscore the difficulties of escaping the hold of 
long-standing values and practices. Disputing traditional beliefs 
created an u rgen t hunger fo r new moral and conceptua l 
frameworks. Rejecting traditional roles, ritual and taboos left 
characters faced with the nature of their own compulsions. A 
commitment to sincerity and truth led to an aporia about how to 
ground these values.
Rather than dwell in the darkness o f uncerta in ty— a 
crossroads arguably necessary for the possibility o f ethical 
choice— many writers chose instead to assume the moral high 
ground: The fa s te s t route  to “ tru th ” was o ften  a cyn ica l 
defeatism. Tragedy seeming preferable to absurdity, the difficulty 
of finding positive alternatives to the callous practices of their 
society led many writers to equate optimism with naivete and 
pessim ism with tru th .5 For as the w riters them selves were 
acutely aware, turning inward to effect outward change, pursuing 
realism with the goal of changing reality, and using elite culture 
to cha lle n g e  the in ju s tic e  o f soc ia l h ie ra rch ie s  posed 
fundamental challenges and contradictions.
5 As William Lyell writes of Lu Xun,丨‘Ever concerned lest easy 
optimism soothe his readers into the same lethargy from which he 
sought to rouse them, Lu Xun remained rigorously pessimistic in his 
writing” （LyelM 990: xxiv).
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In this article I aim to bring out these contradictions and 
their singular painfulness. In this way, I confront the dual effect of 
the attention to subjectivity that characterizes the fiction of this 
period.6 For while the extreme self-consciousness of this writing 
is important insofar as it underscores the freedom to reexamine 
the w o rld , take  an in depe nden t s ta n d ，and m ake o n e ’s 
understanding public, it does not guarantee that people feel 
empowered to act in the world as opposed to reflecting on the 
world and their relation to it. To the contrary, although most of 
these writers began with compelling themes, confronting their 
society’s oppressive practices and their own participation and 
responsibility therein, many focused increasingly on the plight of 
the intellectual protagonist trapped in his own consciousness. 
This self-obsession did not preclude the presentation of social 
evils, but it did discourage questions about what reflective and 
compassionate people might do to redress them. As a result, 
many of these works seem, im plicitly or explicitly, to adopt 
deterministic paradigms that deny the possibilities for freedom, 
agency and responsibility.
Writers’ lofty ambitions for fiction，ambitions that assumed 
a high degree of human agency, make all the more salient the 
short shrift so many works of the May Fourth period give to the 
possibility of human freedom. Why do these stories present a 
v is io n  o f life  so u n re m ittin g ly  pe ss im is tic?  Do the 
disenchantment and defeatism that mark these works leave 
room for choice and initiative? Why is there so little place for 
love, honor or courage? How is it that for all its national allegory 
and po litica l concerns, th is w riting  seem s confined to an 
aesthetic sphere isolated from the larger world?
If such questions can be answered in a univocal manner, I 
would suggest that it is because many of these texts project a 
logic that denies human agency. For though self-consciousness 
and re flec tion  are necessary fo r freedom , aw areness o f 
subjective states does not in and of itself make one free. In 
modern Chinese fiction, illustrations of subjectivity— largely 
lim ite d  to d e sc rip tio n s  o f in d iv id u a l consc iousn ess  and
6 According to Prusek, "The most characteristic feature of 
Chinese literature after the literary revolution was the larger proportion 
of subjective elements" (Prusek 1980: 84).
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in tro sp e c tio n — very o ften  stop short o f the p o ss ib ility  o f 
consciousness affecting anything outside of itself.
Thus, paradoxically, this movement for a new literature 
that sought to be modern so as to further emancipatory goals 
actually closed off the kind of open-endedness present in many 
works of classical literature.7 For while ostensibly professing the 
overriding role of fate, many classical works employ a narrative 
structure or ironic undertone that subtly introduces the role of 
human decision. My contention is that the rich integrity of this 
tradition was severely eroded as modern fiction writers made a 
fetish of inner experience and flattened out the world portrayed 
into a kind of “block universe.”8
How should we as readers interpret this denial of agency? 
Do these texts ask readers to accept a lack of agency or does 
the ir presentation m erely call attention to its conspicuous 
absence?9 If the latter, might the point be to lead readers to 
recognize its importance? Might the failure to realize moral 
choice suggest that the formulation of such choices needs to be 
rethought? Such questions, in turn, raise the issue of why free 
will, one of the guiding ideas of modernity, has remained almost 
a missing term in the scholarly treatment of modern Chinese 
fiction.
This paper is part of a larger project in which I make a 
case for the central importance of the problem of free will to 
considerations of Chinese modernity. I begin by distinguishing
7 A full appreciation of this openness could fill volumes. For a 
perceptive discussion contrasting the expression of will in the chuanqi, 
tales of the marvelous, with the prominence of fate in the Sung dynasty 
huaben, see Yue (1992).
8 The term block universe comes from the philosopher William 
James, work on determinism.
9 In this light, it is worth recalling Zhou Zuoren’s opposition 
between “human” and “non-human” literature in his 1918 essay 
“Humane Literature”： one has aspirations for human life, and 
therefore feels grief and anger in the face of inhuman life, whereas the 
other is complacent about inhuman life, and the author even seems to 
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between two key aspects of modernity and the Enlightenment: 
(1) subjectivity, or the realm of consciousness including the 
capacity for critical reason, and (2) agency, or acting on the 
world outside consciousness in a way that makes a difference. I 
then suggest that neglecting the development of rational agency 
cripples the force of the commitment to human freedom that 
drives the project of modernity. In calling attention to agency and 
proposing to explore its place in modern Chinese fiction, I do not 
mean to belittle the first line of inquiry into subjectivity and its 
various aspects. My point is sim ply that investiga tions of 
subjectivity can encompass only one part of modernity, one 
aspec t o f m odern consc iousn ess  and on ly  som e o f the 
questions that modern literature can pose. Modernity may mean 
a rise of individual consciousness, yet equally crucial is the 
possibility that reason can advance human freedom.
Individual Consciousness and National Salvation
As discussed above, writers' deliberate intention to depict 
subjectivity and individual consciousness was based in large 
part on the conviction that such a focus could modernize both 
Chinese writing and the consciousness of the people. These 
tasks were made urgent by the perception that China risked 
becom ing a vanquished nation (wang guo) and so was in 
desperate need of spiritual renewal to “save the nation” （/’/t/ 
g i/o ).10 Lu Xun (1881-1936) makes exp lic it the connection 
between increased ind iv idual consciousness and national 
strength in his essay “Wenhua p ia n z h ilu n ” [Extrem ities in 
cultural development] (1907):
If we want to establish a plan for the present, we must examine 
the past and prepare for the future, discard the material and 
elevate the spirit, rely on the individual and exclude the mass. 
When the individual is exalted to develop his full capacity, then 
the country will be strengthened and will arise. (Lu Xun 1973: 1. 
41)1
10 Before the twentieth century, people used wang guo to refer to 
the collapse of a dynasty, but writers such as Li Dazhao used it to refer 
literally to the conquest and collapse of the Chinese nation (Meisner 
1967: 19).
11 Translation modified from Lee (1977: 181).
國國迅亡救魯
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Although few people had read the still relatively unknown 
Lu Xun at the time of this essay, the debate on the notion of the 
ind iv idua l and its link to national reform reached a larger 
audience with the rise of journa ls such as Dongfang zazh i 東方雜誌、 
[Eastern miscellany], Xin qingniart [New youth], originally called 新青年 
Qingnian zazhi [Youth magazine] and Xin chao [New tide].12 In 青年雜誌 
her analysis of the shifting discourse of individualism from the 
mid-1910s to the early 1920s, Lydia Liu stresses the degree to 
which this discourse was complicitous with nationalism. Thus in 
discussing Hu Shi, she articulates the utility of the notion of the 胡適 
individual for the project of nation-building: l(His position was a 
logical expression of the theory of modernity, which did not seek 
so much to liberate individuals as to constitute them as citizens
of the nation-state and members of modern society” （Liu 1995: 
95).
As Liu’s argument suggests, it is crucial to remain vigilant 
about the ways in which a focus on the individual and individual 
rights can function as alibis for the deploym ent o f power.13 
However, this characterization of the theory of modernity as
seeking to constitute individuals as citizens elides the sincere 
a s p ira tio n s  and 
efforts of intellectuals 
committed to working 
for a range of other 
values prom ised by 
the idea of modernity.
W h ile  we m ust ac ­
know ledge  the  po ­
tential for repression The three new journals at the beginning of the century.
12 Dongfang zazhi [Eastern miscellany] was founded in 1904. 
Chen Duxiu and his colleagues began publishing Qingnian zazhi in 
September 1915 and renamed the journal Xin qingnian in September 
of the following year. Chen and most of his collaborators had recently 
returned from Japan, many rather precipitously in order to protest 
Japan's Twenty-One Demands. Xin chao was founded by students at 
Beijing University in January 1919.
13 Michel Foucault has been particularly influential in the 
intellectual reorientation towards considering individuals as "correlative 
elements of power and knowledge”：





in certain categories central to the project of modernity— the 
notion of individual consciousness among them— one must also 
rem em ber th e ir  s ig n if ic a n c e  fo r e th ica l re fle c tio n  and 
responsibility.
The early  debate about “se lf-consc iousness” （功 t/e) 
be tw een Chen Duxiu and Li D azhao dem on s tra te s  the 
importance leaders of the New Culture movement, even in their 
exp lic it appeals to patrio tism , placed on such e th ica l and 
emancipatory concerns (Meisner 1967: 21-26). Forasmuch as 
these w rite rs  were concerned about the na tion ’s po litica l 
survival, the ir debate suggests that they sought, firs t and 
foremost, to enlighten people about the oppressive nature of 
existing social conditions and the need to change them.
In “Aiguo yu zijuexin” [Patriotism and self-consciousness] 
(April 1915), Chen linked patriotism to emotion and irrational 
action, while he extolled self-consciousness as a state of mind 
based on knowledge and reasoning about particular problems. 
Chen believed patriotism was beneficial to Westerners, who 
viewed the state as promoting the people’s rights and welfare， 
but harmful in the Chinese context where it led to enslavement 
and ritualized relations o f dependency. To make patriotism a 
positive force, Chen argued, the Chinese needed to develop 
self-consciousness (Meisner 1967: 21-22).
For Li Dazhao, self-consciousness meant not just gaining 
knowledge about specific problems, but actively working to 
transform one’s political and social surroundings (Meisner 1967: 
25). In “Y ansh ix in  yu z iju e x in ” [P ess im ism  and se lf- 
consciousness] (August 1915), Li argued that the barrier to self- 
consciousness was not patriotism, but pessimism, which he 
gently suggested might be fostered by “misunderstandings” of 
Chen’s article. Thus Li’s insistence on activist patriotism:
The individual is no doubt the fictitious atom of an ‘ideological’ 
representation of society; but he is also a reality fabricated by this 
specific technology of power that 丨 have called ‘discipline’. We must 
cease once and for all to describe the effects of power in negative 
terms: it 'excludes', it 'represses', it 'censors' . . . .  In fact, power 
produces; it produces reality; it produces domains of objects and rituals 
of truth. The individual and the knowledge that may be gained of him 
belong to this production. (Foucault 1979: 194)
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The meaning of self-consciousness lies in the spirit of changing 
the nation and in seeking to make the country lovable and loving 
it. . . .  A country is a creation of men, the individual exists within 
the universe and within the vastness of the universe the 
individual is his own master. (Li 1959: 30; quoted in Meisner 
1967: 22-23)14
This expression of voluntarism, that is, the belief in the 
primacy of the will, is highly significant here, but it must be read 
carefully, since Li goes on to appeal to the “theory of free will.” 
Disturbed by the pessimism of traditional cultural heroes who 
retreated from society, Li wanted increased self-consciousness 
to lead people to participate in collective projects. As Meisner 
explains: “He took ‘free will’ to mean not freedom of individual 
action but the duty and ability of self-conscious men to change 
the conditions under which they live" (Meisner 1967: 24).15
Articles that appeared in the months and years following 
the exchange between Chen and Li frequently stressed this 
ethical and social dimension of national salvation. To this end, 
many writers repudiated tradition and placed great emphasis on 
the deve lopm ent o f both se lf-consc iousness and agency. 
Repudiating traditional beliefs, many writers turned to Western 
ideas, including the concepts of freedom and free will.16
14 At the time of this essay, Li Dazhao was a librarian at Beijing 
University. He later became one of the founders of the Chinese 
Communist Party.
15 Li’s attention to the theory of free will was inspired by his 
reading of Henri Bergson, to whose Uevolution creatrice [Creative 
evolution] (1907) Li refers on page 31 of the article under discussion 
(Meisner 1967: 23).
16 The unresolved tensions inherent in the concepts and theories 
to which they turned made this assimilation doubly difficult. Freedom
for Bergson, to whom Li Dazhao referred in his 1915 essay and Feng 馮友蘭
Youlan presented to the readers of the journal New Tide in 1921, was
not the same as freedom for Kant or the neo-Kantian Paulson, to
whose work the philosopher Yang Changji introduced his student Mao 楊昌濟毛澤東
Zedong in 1917. As in other contexts, however, the semantic range of
the notion of freedom augmented rather than diminished the promise it
held forth. On the influence of Bergson's Uevolution creatrice on Li
Dazhao, see Meisner (1967: 21-25). On the influence of Paulson's
work on Mao's voluntarism, see Wakeman (1973: 201-206).





The paramount mission to create a more humane society 
also marked calls to reform literature. For example, in 1917 Hu 
Shi set forth eight proposals, including imperatives not to imitate 
the ancients, not to “moan w ithout an illn ess ,” not to use 
allusions in a way reflecting lfself-deception and a deception of 
others," and not to write works in parallel prose that "constrict 
people’s freedom.” Opposing classical literature as aristocratic 
and full of “mountains and forests，” meaning "escapist,” Chen 
Duxiu called for a literature of political significance that would be 
“living and realist” （Chen 1917). Referring to Tolstoy，Hardy and 
Ibsen, Zhou Zuoren underscored the importance of individual 
emancipation and advocated the description of life based on a 
morality of love, wisdom, trust and courage that would denounce 
inhuman practices and attacks on the individual (Zhou 1918). Fu 
S in ian and his genera tion  contested  the “ inert em otional 
passivity" of classical literature (Fu 1919: 345; Schwarcz 1986: 
82).
These debates, hitherto confined largely to intellectual 
circles, took on new significance once the larger May Fourth 
movement linked nationalism with cultural self-scrutiny and 
freedom  from  im peria lism  w ith  the repud ia tion  o f feuda l 
traditions. The decade between 1919 and the Japanese invasion 
in 1931 saw passionate literary activity devoted to doubting 
scru tiny  and na tio na lis t preoccupations. Even fo r w rite rs  
associated with the Creation Society (Chuangzao she), who 
professed allegiance to European romanticism and the idea of 
'Tart pour Yartn (wei yishu eryishu), the need for self-expression 
was rooted in social responsib ility and the “obsession with 
China” that pervades modern Chinese fiction.17
If som e w rite rs  in c re a s in g ly  focused  on in d iv id u a l 
deve lopm en t as se lf- fu lf illm e n t, th is  sh ift was in tim a te ly
17 Scholarship on modern Chinese literature has been sensitive 
to writers’ “obsession with China” ever since 1971 when C. T. Hsia’s 
formed his seminal thesis:
What distinguishes this “modem” phase of Chinese literature alike from 
the traditional and Communist phases is rather its burden of moral 
contemplation: its obsessive concern with China as a nation afflicted 
with a spiritual disease and therefore unable to strengthen itself or 
change its set ways of inhumanity. (533-34)
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connected with their mission to create a more humane society
and, in turn, a stronger country. To note a canonical example
from China's first book o f modern short stories, the narrator
protagonist in Yu Dafu’s famous story “Chenlun” [Sinking】（1 9 2 1 ) 郁 達 夫 沉 愉
writes in his diary:
Why did I come to Japan? . . .  Is it any wonder that the 
Japanese treat you with contempt? China, O my China! Why 
don’t you grow rich and strong? I cannot bear your shame in 
silence any longer. (1/128)
Yet the reader m ust ask, fo r all his ind ignation, does the
protagonist of Yu’s story do anything at all for China? He writes
in his diary. He reads the romantic poems of Wordsworth, the
lyric poems of Heine and the eighteenth-century Chinese poet
Huang Zhongze [Huang Jingren]. He engages in voyeurism and 黃仲貝J 黃景仁
masturbation, tortures himself with guilt and ultimately takes his
own life. Do these activities help the country?
Introspection and Alienation
The desire to focus on individual consciousness led to an 
explosion of new approaches to fiction writing. Writers adopted a 
w ider varie ty o f narrative modes and form s, includ ing the 
modern short story.18 While traditional fiction generally portrayed 
a vast fic tiona l world fu ll o f human adventure and greater 
impersonal forces, these modern stories focused on concrete 
deta ils o f ind iv idua l experience. The use o f more exp lic it 
grammatical subjects and more obvious grammatical relations 
located perception and agency in individual characters and 
diminished the sense that their actions were determined by a 
larger pattern.19
18 On the modes of narrative discourse in the context of the 
dynamics of Chinese literature, see Gunn (1991), and Dolezelova- 
Velingerova (1980). According to Dolezelova-Velingerova, May Fourth 
works continued to use the objective or rhetorical third-person and the 
subjective first-person mode widely used in late-Qing novels, but 
added the third-person subjective and, occasionally, even the first- 
person objective and rhetorical modes (57-75).
19 As Cyril Birch writes, "The old feeling of order disrupted and
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The refusal o f an ultim ate order was essentia l to the 
writers’ very modern project of opposing tradition, its norms and 
the conditions it takes for granted. Hence instead of creating the 
obvious enemies, easy solutions and sense of resolution found 
in much traditional fiction, including many late-Qing novels, the 
modern stories offered a minimal sketch of a single character's 
subjective apprehension o f reality. Im plicit in the focus on 
individual consciousness was a tacit acknowledgment of the 
relativism and prejudice that mark any given perception.
The judgment that the world lacks a firm foundation is 
central to the experience of modernity, and the decision to turn 
inw ard  is one w ay the  m odern w r ite r  can cope in an 
incomprehensible external world. In this way, the introspection 
and impressionism of these stories creates a distinct modernist 
aesthetic.20 Gone is the pretense of constructing a fictional world 
capable o f bestowing meaning; many of these early stories 
concern precisely the breakdown of such meaning, its possibility, 
and even its desirability. Yet a question remains: Did skepticism 
about traditional answers and the breakdown of faith in ultimate 
patterns create an opening for human agency or further obstruct 
its realization?
For if traditional fiction recounted heroic or supernatural 
ta les  to p lease or en te rta in , the new fic tion  subm itted  a 
confession, a painful truth designed to enlighten or chasten the
restored is gone: order itself is gone, the world is in chaos, any kind of 
happy ending unthinkable" (Birch 1977: 391). I believe Edward Gunn's 
careful analysis of stylistic developments would support my theory 
about the diminishing sense of agency during this period. In particular, 
much could be done with his attention to the rise of formal features and 
lexical elements that emphasize disjunction, unpredictability and 
uncertainty (see Gunn 1991: 10-13, 28-30, 95-108 and the relevant 
examples in the appendix).
20 W. J. F. Jenner stresses the importance of this aspect in his 
essay “Is a Modem Chinese Literature Possible?”：
A literature belonging fully to the modern world is a literature informed, 
or at least influenced, by the unprecedented and unending intellectual 
upheavals of the last century and more, as a result of which no 
knowledge can be regarded as absolute or permanent . . .  It is an 
awareness of the implications of change that counts, the sense of the 
abyss where earlier thinkers had seen firm ground. (1982: 195)
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reader.21 Not surprisingly, the overdeterm ined notion of truth 
pledged by the confessional nature of this writing often turned 
out to be deceptive or unattainable. It is easier to break down 
received know ledge and put the lie to the pre tensions of 
convention than to offer alternative models or new directions 
about where to turn. To portray the world in a more honest way, 
writers thus sought not to depict a new truth, but to destroy old 
illusions. Perhaps for this reason, in many of these stories, some 
truer or more genuine event, experience or revelation disrupts 
the narrative of everyday reality and the routine of everyday 
convention.22 In so doing, it also casts doubt on the idea of an 
ultimate pattern.
To further this goal of exposing the lies of their society 
many writers turned to realism.23 Originally translated as xieshi 
zhuyi, "the doctrine of writing about reality/1 realism to these 
writers centered on the belief that a detailed examination of 
society would expose the distance between appearance and 
reality they saw as buttressing repressive feudal traditions.24 To 
them it was axiomatic that people in positions of privilege would 
hide the workings o f power and use fa lse appearances to 
obscure the oppressive forces that waste human life.25 As Gao 
Yuan wrote, "Secrets arise from the stealthy pursuit of self-
21 The confessional nature of modern Chinese literature has 
been widely discussed (e.g., Lee 1973: 58-123).
22 Marston Anderson offers a penetrating analysis of what he 
calls the “agent of demystification” in the early May Fourth short 
stories. Often connected with the human body (i.e., forces of hunger, 
violence, disease, sexual desire and death), the agent of 
demystification ^resists orderly absorption into the world of fiction, and 
its irruption signifies the destabilizing presence of chaos, chance, and 
the arbitrary” （1990: 17).
23 In his discussion of the spirited polemics that surrounded 
writers* advocacy of the term realism, Anderson suggests that it was 
the term’s protean quality that made it so useful (1990: 6_7).
24 Writers and theorists later shifted from using the term xieshi 
zhuyi to using the term xiartshi zhuyi or "the doctrine of reflecting 
reality” （Lee 1993 : 364, 366)_
25 In his 1919 defense of the new poetry, Yu Pingbo leveled a 
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interest” （1919: 667). This notion of a truth discoverable beneath 
the lies of tradition emerges in the founding work of modern 
狂人日記 Chinese fiction, Lu Xun’s 1918 story “Kuangren riji” [Diary of a
m adm an]:
Everything requires careful consideration if one is to understand 
it. In ancient times, as I recollect, people often ate human 
beings, but I am rather hazy about it. I tried to look this up, but 
my history has no chronology, and scrawled all over each page 
are the words: “Virtue and Morality■” Since I could not sleep 
anyway, I read intently half the night, until I began to see words 
between the lines, the whole book being filled with the two 
words—“Eat People.” （1 ■ 281/10)26
Lu Xun depicts here the excruciating difficulty of living with 
the kind of insight that the madman briefly achieves. Conscious 
reflection and self-reflection may enable one to achieve a truer 
view of social reality, but, very often, this heightened awareness 
leads to alienation rather than to any increase of moral or 
personal autonomy. An apocalypse of consciousness emerges 
as characters awaken from their illusions not to truth, but to a 
disorienting aporia. Lu Xun's madman suffers a particularly 
acute case, but this affliction soon became endemic among the 
protagonists in May Fourth stories. It reaches a paroxysm in the 
works of the Creationists discussed in the final section of this
If you want to understand why Chinese society refuses to accept new 
poetry, you must first understand the unseen side of Chinese social life. 
. . .  ft is miserable, dark. . . .  So those who guide elite culture would 
prefer poetry to be cosmetic. They sanction love poems, vague 
descriptions of natural beauty. . . . They would prefer not to make public 
our society’s many-layered domestic shame. . . .  Because we insist on 
writing about all of that, they naturally hate us. (quoted in Schwarcz 
1986: 83)
26 "Diary of a Madman" first appeared in Xin qingnian 4.5 (May 
1918). In this and subsequent references to Lu Xun's stories, the first 
reference refers to the volume and page number in Lu Xun (1973) and 
the second number refers to the translation by Yang Hsien-yi and 
Gladys Yang (Lu Xun 1977).
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artic le . In these works, pa rticu la rly  those o f Yu Dafu, the 
characters' insight and experiences often leave them suspended 
in complete moral abeyance. Seeing only what is wrong with the 
world, these characters fail to find any person, goal or ideal to 
which to commit themselves.
Lu X un 's  f irs t  s to ry  is an ex trem e  exam ple  o f the 
debilitating paralysis that can result when heightened awareness 
isolates an individual as an enlightened but lonely spectator. The 
madman's paranoid ranting expresses Lu Xun's incisive critique 
of Chinese culture, but it falls on deaf ears as the madman 
becomes increasingly estranged from other people:
Then I realized part of their cunning. They would never be willing 
to change their stand, and their plans were all laid: they had 
stigmatized me as a madman.. . .
… I had to speak to those people:
“You should change，change from the bottom of your hearts!” 
I said. ,lYou must know that in future there will be no place for 
man-eaters in the world.
“If you don’t change, you may all be eaten by each other• … ”
Old Chen drove everybody away. My brother had 
disappeared. Old Chen advised me to go back to my room. (1. 
289/17).
In pointing out how attention to subjectivity can lead to 
disaffection, I should emphasize that the authors themselves 
were acutely aware of this danger. For example, in the second 
line of “Sinking,” Yu Dafu writes: “His emotional precocity had 
placed him at constant odds with his fellow men, and inevitably 
the wall separating . . .  them had gradually grown thicker and 
th icker (125).
Lu Xun also made his narrators and characters comment 
expressly on the separation between people. For example, the 
message of Lu Xun’s “Guxiang” [My old home] (1921) lies in the 
chilling realization made by the first-person narrator when he 
finds himself unable to speak to his childhood friend Runtu: ,ll felt 
a shiver run through me; for I knew then what a lamentably thick 
w all had grown up between us" (1. 353/60). A lthough he 
gestures to a more hopeful attitude in the last lines of the story, 
they cannot eclipse the dejection expressed just a few lines
故鄉
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earlier: ,ll only felt that all round me was an invisible high wall, 
cutting me off from my fellows . . . ” （1. 356-57/63). Many other 
葉紹鈞王統照  May Fourth  au tho rs , p a rtic u la r ly  Ye S hao jun  and W ang 
Tongzhao, similarly dealt with the separation between people.27
If the focus of these modern short stories brings out the 
separation of people from one another, it also problematizes the 
perception of a continuous self. The crowning example of how 
subjective rationalizations can result in a divided self, disabled 
阿Q正傳 for meaningful action，is Lu Xun’s “Ah Q zhengzhuan” [The true
story of Ah Q] (1921) and the title  characte r’s “method of 
spiritual victory”：
In less than ten seconds, however, Ah Q would walk away also 
satisfied that he had won, thinking that he was the "foremost 
self-belittler” and after subtracting “self_belittler” what remained 
was “foremost.” （1.366-67/72)
But presently he changed defeat into victory. Raising his right 
hand he slapped his own face hard twice, so that it tingled with 
pain. After this slapping his heart felt lighter for it seemed as if 
the one who had given the slap was himself, the one slapped 
some other self, and soon it was just as if he had beaten 
someone else—in spite of the fact that his face was still tingling. 
He lay down satisfied that he had gained the victory. (1.368/74)
Stories such as “Diary of a Madman” and “The Story of Ah 
Q” also became models for how a more conspicuous narrator 
could make readers more skeptical about the events recounted 
and prevent them from identifying with a story’s characters.
27 For example, Ye Shaojun wrote several stories showing the 
oppression and alienation, especially for women, resulting from rapid 
隔膜 social changes and entitled his first collection of stories Gemo 
[Barriers] (1922). Composed of stories published between 1919 and 
1921, Barriers was the second collection of short stories published in 
China and exercised considerable influence. Wang Tongzhao's early 
春雨之夜 collection C/?w/7yu z/?/ ye [Night of spring rain] (1924) also contains
several inner monologues in which the characters reflect about the 
difficulty of realizing love between people. See especially the second, 
third and fourth stories of the collection.
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W ritten in classical Chinese by a first-person narrator, the 
preface of “Diary of a Madman” constructs a frame that forcibly 
distances the reader from the events and colors any reading of 
the story. For before the reader even becomes acquainted with 
the madman’s predicament, the narrator informs us that the 
diarist has since “recovered” and taken up an official post. The 
source of this information is the diarist’s brother, whose account 
the reader has no immediate reason to doubt. The narrator then 
relates that he has recorded several excerpts from the confused 
diary to provide to m edical doctors. This casual com ment 
downplays the significance of the narrator’s omission of other 
parts o f the diary, om issions tha t may have d isto rted  the 
madman’s message. This editing and its announced purpose 
also make the madman an object of research rather than the 
subject of his own story. Finally, we learn that the diarist himself 
suggested the title “A Madman’s Diary,” implying a disavowal of 
his earlier insights.
By the end o f the story, the reader’s sympathy for the 
madman may render suspect the initial account concerning his 
“recovery.” Furthermore, the ellipsis that follows the haunting last 
line, an imperative to “Save the children,” 丨eaves the story’s 
ending open. The diarisfs physical absence makes it possible, 
though unlikely, that the diarist’s brother or someone else did eat 
or otherwise harm the suffering madman. Of course the more 
likely in terpre ta tion is that the e llips is  sim ply indicates an 
omission of further entries. Yet on this reading as well, the 
punctuation draws attention to the diary's truncated nature. The 
dilemmas posed by the story are not resolved in the preface but 
left up to the reader, calling on her to imagine what the diarist 
might have gone on to do in order to save the children, or how 
he might have come to terms with his renunciation of that goal.28
In the prefatory chapter of “The Story of Ah Q” the narrator 
begins by expressing his reluctance to write an account of Ah Q 
and recounting how he postponed the task for two years in 
which the intention kept returning “like a ghost in [my] thoughts” 
(1. 359). He then enumerates four difficulties he encountered in 
writing his account, difficulties of choosing an appropriate title
28 Theodore Huters calls attention to the precarious position in 
which the story leaves the reader and its implications for the possibility 
of moral choice:
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and contending with Ah Q’s unknown surname，ancestry and 
origin. This digression not only postpones the tale, but also 
reveals the narrator’s obtrusive need to distance himself from Ah 
Q. He even clumsily insists on their non-identity:1 [Might I call it] 
an autobiography? But I’m certainly not Ah Q!” （1. 359). The 
n a rra to r goes on to c rea te  Ah Q ，p o ss ib ly  the  m ost 
uncomfortable character in modern Chinese letters. Yet as 
uncomfortable as the dual demons of external and internal 
pe rse cu tio n  rende r Ah Q, the n a rra to r seem s ju s t as 
uncomfortable, perhaps even more so, since his demons are left 
unexplored.
The intense subjectivity in Lu Xun’s stories has a hermetic, 
suffocating quality. The madman and Ah Q are painfully self- 
conscious, perhaps as one can only be when losing one's mind. 
But the protagonists of Lu Xun's later stories are hardly less ill at 
ease in the ir se lf-conscious roles as observers. From the 
祝福 madman and Ah Q to the narrators of “Zhufu” [Benediction] 
傷 逝 （1924) and “Shangsh i” [Regret fo r the past] (1925)，these 
characters seem above all concerned with their projections of 
how others see them. I term this sort of subjectivity spectatorial 
to refer to the passive or even static state of a spectator and to 
distinguish it from the more dynamic state of a moral agent. 
Such unrelenting and debilitating self-consciousness plagues 
m any o f the  M ay Fourth  ch a ra c te rs , from  the n a rra to r- 
protagonists in the first modern stories by Lu Xun and Yu Dafu to 
丁玲 characters such as Ding Ling’s Sophie in “Shafei nGshi de riji” 
莎菲女士 的 日 記 [Diary of Miss Sophie] (1928) and beyond.
Spectatorial Consciousness
At least three types of spectatorial consciousness can be 
identified in early May Fourth stories. All three diminish the
. . .  the reader is confronted with only two alternatives to the madman’s 
plight: continued total alienation from society or caving in to social 
pressure, both of which are manifestly unacceptable given the reality 
the story portrays. The paradoxical process of investing our sympathies 
in the writer of the diary, even after having been given an objective 
overview of the writer's final compromise, mirrors the agonizing reality 
of the choices for social action—or even the possibilities for significant 
choice—in the early May Fourth years. (Huters 1984: 61-62)
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sense of human agency. First, there is the spectral presence of 
the much more conspicuous implied author who narrates many 
of the stories. This extradiegetic narrator speaks in a way very 
different from earlier storytellers. A  kind of disembodied reflector, 
this modern raconteur is usually at a loss as to how to tell the 
story, for he is, as Cyril Birch writes, “analyzing a world from 
whose power structure he feels himself to be alienated” （Birch 
1977:403).
An ea rly  exam ple  o f th is  type  o f s p e c ta to r ia l 
consciousness appears in Lu Xun’s “Yao” [Medicine] (1919). In 
this work, the indirect use o f description leaves the reader 
guessing about what is happening. She must piece together the 
story about the executed revolutionary out of clues given from 
the shifting perspectives of Old Shuan, Little Shuan and Uncle 
Kang in the first three sections of the story and the two mothers 
in the final scene.29 In “Ah Q,” Lu Xun actually stages the public 
spectacle of punishment and establishes an uneasy tension 
between the perspective of the third-person narrator and that of 
the victim . A significant consequence of this obtrusive, but 
disempowered, narrator is that he is no longer an innocent 
storyteller—if indeed a narrator ever was or could be—but a kind 
of voyeuristic onlooker.
Significantly, the sense o f alienation conveyed by the 
narrator also positions the reader as an outsider. No longer a 
member of the audience merely listening to the story, the reader 
becom es an on looke r im p lica ted  and in te rroga ted  by its 
questions. In the penultim ate line of “M edic ine，” the dead 
revo lu tionary ’s gray-ha ired m other m utters, “W hat does it 
mean?” （310/33), and the reader is left with this question. In 
other stories the questions are more strident. For example, in Yu 
D a fu ’s “ B o d ia n ” [A hum ble  s a c r if ic e ] (1 9 2 7 )，when the 
protagonist angrily demands what the passers-by want to see, 
the reader cannot but hear the question as addressed to her as 
well: “Pigs，beasts，what are you staring at? My friend the poor 
rickshaw driver has been hounded to death by you. What more
29 In “Lu Xun，s ‘Medicine’,” Milena Dolezelov白-Velingerov白 
analyzes the story’s narrative technique in terms of “information 
manipulation” （1977: 222). I believe that the notion of “manipulation” 
ascribes a power to the author or narrator that Lu Xun is trying to 
humbly relinquish.
藥
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do you want to see?” （Yu 1982-85: 1 ■ 299) 30
A second kind of spectatorship arises when the narrator 
appears on the scene as a character in the story but has virtually 
no possib ility  for affecting the outcom e of the narrative. A 
hypnotic  mood em erges in these stories, as psychic and 
external elements combine to create an ambiguous spectacle in 
which the observer cannot hope to participate. For example, in 
—件小事 Lu Xun’s “Yi jian xiao shi” [An incident] (1920)，a rickshaw puller 
stops to help a woman he has hit, refusing to go on as his 
custom er the narra to r would have him do. The na rra to r’s 
contemplation of the rickshaw puller as a policeman leads him 
away underscores the moral wasteland the narrator finds within 
himself:
Indeed, the further he walked the larger he loomed, until I had to 
look up to him. At the same time he seemed gradually to be 
exerting a pressure on me, which threatened to overpower the 
small self under my fur-lined gown. (1. 323/43)
The narrator of Lu Xun’s “Zhufu” （1924) similarly struggles 
with moral discomfort in his passive recounting of the story of 
祥林 X ianglin’s wife. He begins the story by describing their meeting 
and his awkward equivocations in response to her questions 
regarding the existence of an afterlife. The following evening he 
learns of her death and reflects back as “fragments of her life， 
seen or heard be fo re , now com bined  to form  a w h o le ” 
(2.146/131).
What is tragic about the composition of this whole is how a 
set of man-made superstitions has needlessly driven X ianglin^ 
wife insane. For Lu Xun inflicts Xianglin's wife with a misfortune 
unrelated to her own decisions. Furthermore, although life is 
unkind to X ianglin’s wife，the immediate agent of cruelty is her 
society. To be sure, the wolves* brutal murder of her young son 
could only leave X ianglin's wife bereaved, but the story makes 
clear that she recovered the will within herself to find small 
pleasures thereafter. She wants nothing more than to tell her 
story and perform meaningful work. But the scholar’s family 
views her as a “bad moral influence” and refuses to let her help
30 Quoted in Ng (1988: 104).
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prepare the New Year's sacrifice. Although her second marriage 
was forced by her in-laws, the villagers condemn her for having 
remarried and frighten her with stories about how after death the 
devil will cut her in half to appease her two husbands. Xianglin's 
wife does what she can to avoid this punishment: She saves up 
her wages and exchanges them for twelve silver dollars to buy a 
threshold at a temple. But such acts do not redeem her in the 
villagers’ eyes. Their lack of compassion shows that X ianglin’s 
wife errs in projecting mercilessness on the natural world of the 
unknown. It is the villagers who have caused her misery.
The human production of this fate is denied in part through 
the narrator’s efforts to control X ianglin’s wife’s grief by making it 
an object of his story. One way to read the story is as the 
narrator’s attempt to substantiate the quotation in his Uncle’s 
study that he notices near the beginning: “By understanding 
reason we achieve tranquility of m ind” （2.140/126). Yet the 
narrator’s uneasiness betrays the silent pathos of the story: The 
nature of grief exceeds words. The repetition of Xianglin’s wife’s 
sorrowful tale cannot communicate the nature of her grief, and it 
cannot make the villagers care for her. The events can be 
communicated in words, but her wailing signals something more 
incommunicable. The human connection for which she longs 
would call for sympathy, something none of the villagers is 
willing to sustain.
Furthermore，Xianglin’s wife’s ability to grieve points up the 
narrator’s inability to do so, his lack of sympathy and his failure 
to achieve any measure of genuine communication. Nor has the 
narrator anyone else with whom he can talk. As he listens to the 
sounds of the New Year festivities at the end of the story, he is 
very much alone. He proclaims his tranquility of mind, but in a 
way ultimately unconvincing: llthe doubt which had preyed on me 
from  dawn to e a rly  n igh t w as sw ep t c lean away by the 
atmosphere of celebration （2.162/143).
A third kind of spectatorial consciousness emerges when a 
character regards his or her actions as the scripted actions of a 
performer rather than as genuine risks taken by an autonomous 
agent. Chinese critics have long analyzed May Fourth works in 
terms of the dichotomy between lijiao [the Confucian or feudal 
eth ica l code] and ind iv idua lism . These analyses could be 
deepened by considering the difference between action that
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essentia lly  enacts rules and norms— whether trad itional or 
“m odern”一 and actions grounded in autonom ously chosen 
commitments.
Most important, the heightened subjectivity in these works 
creates a self-conscious门ess that tortures the subject with a 
moral burden that often remains exclusively reflective. In some 
cases, there is an absence of moral consciousness altogether, 
or at least a w illfu l refusal to recognize its prodding, as in 
“Regret fo r the Past” （discussed shortly). In o ther cases, 
particularly in the first modern novels, a high level of moral 
consciousness emerges, but no se门se of agency accompanies 
it. Debilitating guilt, depression and suicide often result, as in 
Zhang Ziping's early novel Chongjiqi huashi [Fossils in alluvial 
d ep os its ] (1922). W he the r these w orks use firs t-p e rso n  
narration, as does Zhang, or third-person narration with interior 
monologue, as does Wang Tongzhao in depicting the fatalistic Li 
Tiangen in Yi ye [A leaf] (1922), they give the sense that the 
characters view themselves in the third-person.31 They recognize 
their positions as individual agents and pangs of conscience 
plague them, but they have scant means o f deploying this 
conscience in their actions. Although the characters perform 
actions, and these actions have effects, they remain spectators 
of both their interiority and their outward behavior.
What we see in these works is not just consciousness, but 
an alienated consciousness, one that has utterly relinquished to 
the objective world power it might otherwise assume as its own.32 
As an illustration, consider Lu Xun’s “Regret for the Past,” a 
story thematically very similar to the Tang dynasty tale KYingying 
zhuan” [The story of Yingying]. Like scholar Zhang in the earlier 
tale, the protagonist of "Regret for the Past" recounts how he 
abandoned his lover, in this case telling her that he no longer 
loves her and thus driving her to leave. Yet when Juansheng 
explains, “Fate had decided she should die knowing the truth I 
had told her—die unloved!" (2. 301/213), he appeals to fate as if 
he had done nothing. Whereas scholar Zhang was caught in a
31 The extensive use of flashbacks in these novels contributes to 
this attenuation of agency.
32 These ideas would also shed light on the readiness to 
embrace suffering exhibited by many of the characters in the early 
stories of Lu Yin and Xu Dishan.廬隱許地山
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moral struggle between conflicting obligations, the narrator 
protagonist in “Regret for the Past” appears to have simply lost 
interest. This story, though told in the first person, actually 
diminishes any sense of human agency and moral responsibility. 
The narrator's rationalizations of his shabby action ring not only 
false, but solipsistic and contrived, and the story has little of the 
power found in T h e  Story of Yingying_” 33
Like “Regret for the P ast，” many of Lu Xun’s stories leave 
the characters frozen in moral dilemmas with little hope of 
resolution. The token epiphany with which Lu Xun sometimes 
ends these stories offers a meta-fictional gesture of consolation, 
but it may s ta rtle  more than console, as in the ending o f 
“Benediction” discussed above. Lu Xun may have wanted these 
endings to force readers to perceive the meagerness of what the 
narrator’s individual perception and efforts at understanding 
could offer in light of the irreducible, cruel realities he depicted.34 
For Lu Xun was too honest to conceal the gap between 
perception and agency.
As Lu Xun understood , iron ic  gestures are a pa ltry  
substitute for moral conviction, and so a deep sense of futility 
marks many of these stories. One result of a subjectivity limited 
primarily to a capacity for observation is that the subject may 
come to conce ive o f consciousness as a kind o f f ilte r for 
perception rather than as a center of choice. Even when the 
sub jec t pe rce ives  the p o s s ib ility  o f ch o ice— of d iffe re n t 
interpretations or different courses of action_ he or she is bereft 
of any basis for ranking them, rendering action meaningless or 
incomprehensible.
33 An analysis of Juansheng's appeals to fate could support Lydia 
Liu’s insights into the complex rhetoric of Juansheng’s discourse. Liu’s 
argument suggests that by insisting on his allegiance to truth 
Juansheng sets up a false dichotomy between truth and love that 
obscures the extent to which the meaning of and possibilities for 
individual freedom differ for men and women and thus conceals his 
self-centered desire to escape their ties (Liu 1995:165-71).
34 This point is inspired by Huters’s insight that Lu Xun’s use of 
the first-person mode may have been part of an effort to highlight the 
narrator’s own moral responsibility and thereby to prevent readers from 
misconstruing his stories in the ways that critics subsequently did 
(1984: 72-74).




The pervasiveness of the theme of the futility of life or 
purposeful human action may result at least in part from some 
writers’ desire to demonstrate for their own maturity. In many of 
the May Fourth stories, characters publicize their disillusionment 
as an antidote for youthful ideals, although one can also read 
such s ta tem en ts as excuses fo r th e ir abandonm ent. For 
example, in Lu Xun’s “Zai jiulou shang” [In the wine shop] (1924) 
the narrator listens to his bygone friend Lu Weifu tell of his 
disillusionment:
Yes, I still remember the time . . . how all day long we used to 
discuss methods of revolutionizing China until we even came to 
blows. But now I am like this, willing to let things slide and to 
compromise. Sometimes I think: lllf my old friends were to see 
me now, probably they would no longer acknowledge me as a 
friend.” （2.170/149)
In place of his revolutionary aspirations, Lu Weifu seems to have 
resigned himself to a fatalistic attitude evident, for example, in 
his account of the young Ah Shun’s death:
If her man was really not as good as Chang Keng, that would be 
truly frightful! . . . Obviously he must really have been a good 
man, and everything Chang Keng said was false. It was only a 
pity Ah Shun believed such a rascally liar, and died for nothing. 
But we can’t blame anyone else: this was Ah Shun’s fate 
[literally, Ah Shun simply did not have this lot of good fortune]. 
(2.175/153)
While growing disillusionment was certainly genuine and 
heartfe lt in a w rite r such as Lu Xun, it may have become 
contag ious, second-hand and even program m atic  among 
younger May Fourth writers. A kind of wiser-than-thou attitude 
underlies many of these expressions of disillusionment. Rather 
than admit that some things are beyond their understanding and 
then seek to identify what they can do within those limits, many 
characters throw up their hands and bemoan the cruelty of the 
world, all the while congratulating themselves for seeing its true 
colors.
What I find pernicious about the meekness and resignation
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that mark these narratives is that there creeps in a note of 
disdain toward the characters. Sometimes it is as if the authors 
them se lves have grow n im p a tie n t w ith  the c h a ra c te rs ’ 
resignation. In several cases, impatience and disrespect towards 
the characters seems to emerge and grow in the course of an 
author’s career. The works of Ye Shaojun illustrate such a shift in 
attitude.
While most of Ye Shaojun’s early stories expressing his 
disapproval of society end sadly, they in no way disparage the 
value of the characters’ sincere efforts to avoid their tragic ends. 
For example, in his early story, “Yisheng” [A life] (1919)，a young 
woman runs away from her oppressive, arranged marriage and 
manages for a brief time to chose a more humane life.35 Even if, 
in the end, she can control her destiny no more than might a 
cow, the story highlights her bravery. She does all she can, and 
the fact that others force her to resume her former role as an 
animal to be bought and sold does not belittle the judiciousness 
of her efforts. She fails to free herself from her obligations to her 
husband’s fam ily not because of any fau lt o f her own, nor 
because she attempted the impossible, but because in order to 
succeed she must depend on the cooperation and support of 
others. The fact that she comes close to securing this support, 
which her employer initially extends until his wife dissuades him 
from  accep ting  the  a tte n d a n t r isks , und e rsco re s  the 
reasonableness of her endeavor. Since nothing forecloses the 
possibility that her employer might have chosen differently, the 
story leaves open the possibility that in the future such people 
might find courage.
In marked contrast to the empathy he evokes in his early 
stories, in his novel Ni Huanzhi [Ni Huanzhi] (1928) and later 
stories, Ye seems to condemn the servility of his characters. 
This scorn toward the characters strikes me as unjust in the 
context of the increasingly deterministic framework in which he 
sets them. For as Ye matured as a writer, he subscribed to a 
kind of social determinism, and in many of his works he depicts 
a ruthless world in which sustained courage would require such 
superhuman hopefulness as to represent a kind of lunacy. Yet
35 Ye first published this story under the title "Zhe ye shi yi ge 
ren?" [Is this also a person?] (Xin chao 1.3 [1919]) and then changed 
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because his attention to social forces does not eclipse his 
intense concern for depicting characters' individual decisions, 
the impression remains that the characters bear responsibility for 
their sad lots. Like many other authors, Ye seems to grow angry 
at the characters  at the same tim e that he renders them 
incapable of more responsible action. The result is a refusal of 
dignity.36
The fact that some authors may have identified with their 
characters does not eliminate the condescension implicit in this 
stance. One can be condescending towards oneself, for such is 
the stuff of shame. Shame may even be a likely consequence of 
extreme self-consciousness when introspection fails to yield 
some corresponding measure of moral autonomy.
A second reason that the new focus on uncovering the 
depths of inner consciousness led to a preoccupation with 
feelings of shame stems from the desire of writers to renew the 
national character. Any program committed to making people 
more fully human, such as the May Fourth movement, is likely to 
breed pride and hence its shadow of shame. As theoretical 
writings proclaimed the goal of making people more human, 
fictional writings expressed shame about not being sufficiently 
human. Such an obsessive focus on shame can be traced back 
to Lu Xun’s “Diary of a Madman”： “When those who eat men 
compare themselves with those who do not, how ashamed they 
must be. Probably much more ashamed than the reptiles are 
before monkeys” （1. 288/15).
The notion of evolution implied by the reference to reptiles 
and monkeys in this passage has significant implications for a 
reading of the potential for human agency. On one hand, it 
implies a responsibility to be better than beasts.37 On the other
36 The early stories of Xu Dishan (1925) are a notable exception 
to the trend of authors* implying that their characters bear responsibility 
for their fates despite the social determinism stressed in their works. 
Xu's stories are among the most fatalistic of the May Fourth works, but 
Xu seems to approve of rather than condemn his characters’ 
resignation, which usually accords with a religious worldview, either 
Buddhist or Christian.
37 The notion that man is distinct and superior to animals has a 
禮記 long history in Chinese thought, dating back at least to the Li j i  [Record
of ritual]: ,llf a person is without ritual, although one can speak, is not 
one’s heart that of a beast?” （1A.3a).
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hand, belief in evolution can also bolster a deterministic view 
according to which China’s predicament could be attributed to 
natural causes ra ther than the m oral re sp on s ib ility  o f its 
intellectuals.
Consciousness of evolution raises the crucial question 
about whether the characters evolve. For fictional characters 
can act in at least fou r ways: (1) They can rem ain s ta tic  
representatives of social types; (2) They can change in ways 
causally determined by internal factors, such changes having 
been programmed by their character type or psychology; (3) 
They can change in ways causally determ ined by external 
factors; or (4) They can change, at least in part, as a result of 
their own decisions and, potentially, so as to further their own 
commitments and projects.
Many o f the early May Fourth stories seem to contain 
some element of choice, even when that choice is misbegotten. 
P ersona l cho ice  som e tim es  p lays  a ro le  even when a 
he igh tened s u b je c tiv ity  leads ch a rac te rs  to conce ive  o f 
themselves as predetermined entities and not as agents capable 
of choosing their values and actions. For example, in Lu Xun's 
1925 s tory  “G uduzhe” [The lo n e r]，the narra to r exp lic itly  
comments on how reading fiction about inner psychology can 
lead people to adopt stock romantic postures:
As a result, probably, of reading “Sinking,” they constantly 
referred to themselves as “the young unfortunate” or “the 
outcast”； and sprawling on big chairs like lazy and arrogant 
crabs, they would sigh, smoke and frown all at the same time. 
(126/180)
In the original Chinese, this passage conveys a double 
entendre that is lost in the English. The English translation reads 
that they “referred to themselves as the ‘young unfortunate,’ 
e tc /1 but the Chinese z i m ing wei has a second meaning of 
"fated themselves to be”： “They fated themselves to be ‘the 
young unfortunate’ or ‘the outcast.’” Reading psychological 
fic tion  caused them to lim it them se lves to fixed , passive 
identities.
Though it may be an instance of overreading the text, this 
second interpretation points to the gap between writers' goals 
concerning the effects o f their works and their actual effects.
孤獨者
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Writers such as Lu Xun and Ye Shaojun wanted to stress that 
while characters may be shaped by many outside forces, they 
are not determined by them. At the same time, they often drew 
characters as sym bols o f general types, and a type is by 
definition determined. The resultant determinism was reinforced 
by these writers’ reluctance to demonstrate positive outcomes. 
Perhaps they believed that to paint a positive picture would be 
dishonest, but taken as a whole, a certain dishonesty marks the 
way these works set up and then condemn their characters.
As a result, despite certain fine renderings of experience, 
an alm ost program matic gloom marks these works. To call 
attention to suffering and expose social injustice without offering 
a way to escape leads to the “ iron house problem ” Lu Xun 
articulated in the preface (1922) to his first collection of short 
stories Nahan [Battlecries] (1923):
Imagine an iron house w ithout windows, absolutely 
indestructible, with many people fast asleep inside who will soon 
die of suffocation. But you know since they will die in their sleep, 
they will not feel the pain of death. Now if you cry aloud to wake 
a few of the lighter sleepers, making these unfortunate few suffer 
the agony of irrevocable death, do you think you are doing them 
a good turn? (1.274/5)
The painfulness of these conflicts may account for the 
speed with which many of the intellectuals retreated from calls 
fo r an active , c rea tive  and even a n tago n is tic  se lf to the 
representation of the social forces which limit the possibilities for 
freedom.38 After the early stories, the next wave of fiction writing 
went in two main directions. The first placed more stress on 
individual subjectivity, severing the individual from the larger 
environment. The second brought out social factors and the way 
they call the individual’s behavior into question. To conclude，I 
briefly discuss the first direction, the delving into subjectivity, 
while the rise of what I term social fiction will be the subject of 
another essay.
38 This formulation was inspired by Kirk Denton's discussion of 
Hu Shi’s early retreat:
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A  Romanticism Gone Sour
Heavily influenced by European romanticism  and the 
Japanese l-novel (watakushi-shosetsu), writers in the Creation 
Society exerted perhaps as great an influence as the more 
humanitarian writers affiliated with the Association of Literary 
Studies.39 To separate and compare the influence of the two 
schools is m oreover m is lead ing given th e ir cons iderab le  
interaction, an example of which is Lu Xun's reference to Yu's 
“S inking” discussed above. Nonetheless, speaking in broad 
terms, the works of the Creationists are distinctive in that they 
wrestle with existential questions primarily through explorations 
of individual subjectivity where the humanitarian writers usually 
situate self-searching in the context o f the sub jec ts  social 
relations with other people. While writers such as Lu Xun, Ye 
Shaojun and Mao Dun depicted intellectual protagonists caught 
between public commitments to bettering society and private 
self-searching, the Creationists often constructed the second as 
an insurmountable barrier to the first.
Jaroslav Prusek suggests that the m otivation for the 
Creation writers’ inward turn lay not in an effort to extol the
In his 1918 essay “ Ibsenism,” Hu favored the radical individualism 
exemplified by the egoistic characters in Ibsen's plays: the individual as 
an antagonist to society, one who will lead society out of its darkness by 
offering an enlightened example. . . .  In his 'The Anti-individualist New 
Life" (1920), . . .  Hu retreated from that earlier radicalism to focus on the 
external social factors that shape and give meaning to the life of the 
individual. The latter position posits a far more passive self that 
changes only with the outer material world. (1996: 44-45)
39 Patrick Hanan writes that the first "l-nover1 in Chinese literature 
was probably Qin hai shi [Stones in the sea] (1906) (Hanan 1995: 10). 
Yet as Hanan points out, this novel was a rather obscure work, 
however undeservably so. More scholarly attention could be paid to the 
influence of early Japanese autobiographical works such as Shimazaki 
Toson's Hakai [The broken vow] (1906) and Tayama Katai's Futon [The 
futon] (1907), both of which were highly influential at the time when 
many of the May Fourth writers were studying in Japan. For discussion 
and information on some of the works read and translated by Chinese 
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exceptional individual but in an effort to express the common 
predicament o f the individual crushed by society, traditional 
mores and “family despotism”：
In a society in which the main task was the fight against the 
remnants of feudalism it was necessary to show what a person 
looks like in reality and what his inner life is, what his desires, 
needs and feelings are, in order to break the false morality and 
untrue stereotyped assertions about man and his feelings that 
were repeated in feudal works of ethics and literature. (Prusek 
1980:71)
Focusing on subjectivity was essential to showing the 
nature of these compulsions. Without knowledge of this context, 
however, the reader may find herself asking why the writers 
have their characters engage in this form of self-analysis. For 
introspection and self-analysis not balanced by attempts at 
communication or action often end in a dreary complacency or 
outright suicidal despair. Since most of their characters stop well 
short of exploring how a more developed subject position could 
lead to ethical agency, the Creationists’ stories seem to suggest 
th a t m a so ch is tic  se lf-e x p o s u re  m igh t be enough. Such 
solipsism ，the belief that only one’s own self is knowable，is 
especially prominent in works exalting the alienated individual.
For example, in his collections Chenlun [Sinking] (1921) 
and Hanhui j i  [Cold ashes] (1927) Yu Dafu often conveys a 
romanticized surging of inner impulses, but the source of these 
impulses is left unclear, as is the question of whether they may 
a ffe c t in d iv id u a ls  in any w ay m ore p o s itive  than s im p ly  
overwhelming them in a sea of emotions. The attention to the 
self and the dark power of sexuality allows brave reflection on 
to p ics  pe rhaps m ore e a s ily  rep ressed , but the end less  
ruminations on the protagonists’ failures and shortcom ings， 
in tense fe e lings  o f sham e and the invo lu n ta ry  na ture  o f 
masturbatory compulsions create a morbid complacency.
Such despair and its introspective focus derived in part 
from Yu’s and other Creation writers’ interest in European literary 
m ovem ents . These  w rite rs  w ere  p a rtic u la r ly  taken  w ith  
romanticism, symbolism and the decadents, but their theoretical 
w ritings also mention Bergson and Freud. In light of these
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m ultip le sources o f insp ira tion , it is worth asking why the 
Creation writers accorded such a central place to expressions of 
futility.
The question is particularly pertinent given that most of the 
Creationists spent years studying in Japan and, like Yu Dafu's 
protagonist quoted earlier, they were acutely distressed by 
China*s lack of prestige and their sense of inferiority vis-a-vis the 
Japanese. In the context of these concerns, despondency is a 
strange response. Yet the futility and shame in other May Fourth 
works reaches a paroxysm in the ^superfluous man,J (duoyu de 
厂en) of the Creationists. Yu Dafu’s protagonist in “Lingyuzhe” 
[The superfluous man] (1927) articulates the feeling of futility 
that haunts most of his protagonists: “I am a superfluous man 
and nothing more. I am entirely useless to mankind and society. 
A superfluous man! A useless man! Superfluous! Superfluous 
… ” （1982-85: 3, 88).40
Yu Dafu’s fellow Creationist Guo Moruo also focuses on 
the shame of being Chinese in his early works, especially in 
“Xinglu nan” [Hardships of wandering]，the second part of his 
collection Ganlan [Olives] (1926), and in his short epistolary 
novel Luo ye [Fallen leaf] (1926). In Fallen Leaf, Guo presents a 
series of 41 letters from a young Japanese nurse, Kikuko, to the 
Chinese student she loves, Hong Shiwu. The tragedy of the 
novella lies in the fact that although the characters exercise 
agency, their actions cannot accomplish their goals because 
they are ignorant of crucial facts about their situation. Kikuko 
never learns why Hong rejected her, but the fu tility  o f her 
suffering is conveyed in the nove l's preface: The narrator 
explains that Hong needlessly ran away because he falsely 
believed he had syphilis. Privileged with this information before 
reading Kikuko’s letters，the reader can still choose to read the 
novella as a story of impossible love, but the senselessness of 
the w ou ld -be lo ve rs ’ separa tion  renders the despa ir and 
introspection of the letters pathetic. The influence of Goethe’s
40 The use of the English word “superfluous” in the original 
suggest the influence of foreign literature in shaping the presentation of 
the alienated individual in May Fourth fiction. In an extended study, 
Mau-sang Ng (1988) argues that the origins of the divided intellectual 
protagonist lie in the superfluous man of nineteenth-century Russian 
literature.
若 難  武  沫 路 欖 葉 子 師  郭 行 橄 落 菊 洪





Die Leiden des jungen Werther [The sorrows of young Werther] 
(1774), which Guo translated in 1921, is evident, but the novella 
seems like a somewhat maudlin variation.41
With Yu Dafu's M iyang  [Lost sheep] (1928) and Guo 
Moruo's Wo de younian [Years of my youth] (1929), we see the 
rise of explicitly autobiographical modern novels with sustained 
interior monologues. These novels furthered the May Fourth 
project of pointing to the gap between experience as lived 
through the senses and emotions and experience as grasped by 
the mind and in d iscourse. S till, the tiresom e firs t-person 
monologues create a lyrical, subjective effect that is, I believe, 
infelicitous, particularly in the case of Yu’s Wang Jiecheng. The 
seriousness with which these first-person narrators take their 
inner selves and expect the reader to take them suggests a 
certain lack of perspective or proportion.42 As Theodore Huters 
writes, “Mere subjective impulse was often taken as a profound 
statement about external reality" (Huters 1984: 55).
For this reason, while Leo Lee makes an important point in 
characterizing these writers as “the Romantic generation of 
modern Chinese writers/' it may help to remember that this wave 
of Chinese romanticism was from the outset a romanticism gone 
sour. Perhaps it w as rom antic  yea rn ings tha t generated 
disappointment and dejection, but it is the dejection that lingers. 
The unhappy characters are terribly guilt-ridden and anxious for 
redem ption  th ro ugh  love or p r iva te  m a tte rs , but they 
dem onstra te  little  in te res t in the la rger pro jects or socia l 
concerns that mark the early May Fourth works.
What is nonetheless important about these characters’ 
guilt and their attempts to expiate it is the implication that the
41 Guo’s translation of Werther was immensely popular and 
apparently provoked a wave of suicides. On the novel’s influence on 
May Fourth writers and its place in their writings, see Lee (1973: 283- 
86).
42 In his original preface, Guo Moruo denies any intention to 
follow the confessions of Augustine and Rousseau or the descriptions 
of genius of Goethe and Tolstoy. He writes that he wanted to show how 
a certain type of society produced a certain type of man. His novel 
offers insights into the social forces that shaped his development, but 
the narrator is clearly most interested in his own precocious literary and 
sexual development.
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characters assume some measure of responsibility for having 
created their situation. The persistent sense of responsibility in 
these works may even support Huters’s argument that the young 
rom antic  w rite rs  m ay have been as in fluenced  by Neo- 
Confucianism as by European literature (Huters 1984: 50). At 
the sam e tim e, the e lem en t o f a c c o u n ta b ility  im p lic it in 
con fess ion  is o ften  lim ite d  to reg re t ove r the m issed 
o p p o rtu n itie s  o f the  past. Such re g re t fa lls  sho rt o f an 
assumption o f responsibility fo r the future. One might even 
argue that, like nostalgia, an introspection focusing on the past 
may re fuse  the fu tu re . It w as th is  need to w ork  m ore 
pragmatically for the future that led to the rise of social fiction.
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